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Before I became a world-famous nonfiction author (no, really, this guy in Hong Kong knows me and he thinks I’m pretty good at what I do), I tried my typewriter at spinning fictional yarns. Lucky for me (and you) this creative writing venture didn’t pan out.

During this short “fictional” period of my life, I wrote two screenplays and one serialized teleplay. For those of you who really care to learn more about this financially unrewarding point in my career, let me give you a brief overview of each of these dismal failures.

First, there was the serialized teleplay. It was supposed to be a specific genre of TV comedy— situation comedy, both figuratively and literally, and spiced with witty wordplay.

The teleplay was pitched to the one television network that I felt would most benefit from my wit. So much for wit and comedy. It was met with complete disdain from th
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Real 802.11 Security: Wi-Fi Protected Access and 802.11iAddison Wesley, 2003
"Real 802.11 Security provides clear descriptions of current  and emerging security techniques. The authors handle complex topics nicely, and  offer significant clarification of IEEE draft standards."
-Russ Housley, IETF  Security Area Director and founder of Vigil Security, LLC

"This...
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An Introduction to IMS(TM) : Your Complete Guide to IBM's Information Management SystemIBM Press, 2004


The Only Up-to-the-Minute Guide to IMS Version 9--Straight from IBM IMS Experts


	Introduces IMS, one of the world's premiere software products 


	Thoroughly covers key IMS functions, from security to Java support


	For both new and experienced IMS...
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Juniper and Cisco Routing: Policy and Protocols for Multivendor NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Obtain a clear understanding of how routing information and traffic flows on a multivendor network
Routing policies for networks are often complex and not well understood. Many books detail the operation of routing protocols such as OSPF or BGP, but none place the protocols in the context of routing policies and the real world of ISP peering...
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Modeling a Character in 3DS MaxWordware Publishing, 2001
Provides groundbreaking coverage in using 3D Studio Max for would-be computer game modelers and animators, as well as professionals already experienced with the software. Also features previously undocumented tips and tricks targeted specifically for advanced character creation.

Like most of my peers in the computer game industry,...
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Android Development with Flash: Your visual blueprint for developing mobile appsVisual, 2010

	This book is for intermediate-to-advanced Flash
	developers who want to use their knowledge of Flash
	and ActionScript to develop AIR Android applications.
	This book specifically focuses on the Android
	platform, but many of the topics and examples can
	be used to develop for any AIR mobile platform.


	The visual guide to...
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Matplotlib Plotting CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	This book follows a cookbook style approach that puts orthogonal and non-redundant recipes in your hands. Rather than rehashing the user manual, the explanations expose the underlying logic behind Matplotlib.

	

	If you are an engineer or scientist who wants to create great visualizations with Python, rather than yet another...
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